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Welcome to this autumn issue of PMC Notes. 
The articles in this issue contribute to a broader meditation on 

the theme of British Art and Natural Forces taking place across 
the Centre over the coming three months. This choice of theme, 
as might be surmised, responds to the strange, difficult, and often 
bewildering historical moment we find ourselves living through. Given 
that this year has seen every kind of artistic and scholarly activity 
being transformed by the impact of a global pandemic, within the 
context of an intensifying climate and ecological crisis, we thought 
it timely to initiate a major events programme focusing on the 
encounter between British artistic and art-historical practices and 
the forces of the natural world. The details of this programme, and 
our other autumn events, can be found in the wrap-around timetable 
that accompanies this issue of PMC Notes. All of the listed events 
are taking place online, and I hope you will be able to find some 
time to participate in them – to watch and listen, and to join in our 
conversations. 

I hope you will also find a moment to settle down and read the 
articles in this issue of PMC Notes, all of which touch on the ways in 
which artists have responded to the challenges of their environments 
and mobilised the forces of nature, the latter of which include artistic 
agency itself. Jennifer Sarathy recovers the elemental and primordial 
landscape imagery produced in London by the Guyanese painter 

Aubrey Williams during the 1950s and 1960s, and links this work to 
the contemporary “earthprobes” produced by the artists who came 
to be known as Boyle Family. Eleanore Neumann offers us a snapshot 
of the remarkable career and practice of the late Georgian artist and 
author Maria Graham, concentrating on the images of the natural 
world she produced during extended stays in newly independent 
Chile and Brazil during the 1820s. Graham’s time in these countries 
was shaped not only by the broader narratives of colonialism, but by 
more local forms of political strife and geological catastrophe, all of 
which provides a rich context for looking at the finely crafted studies 
of animals and plants she produced during her travels. Mark Bradley, 
one of Britain’s leading classical scholars, tells of his collaborations 
with the contemporary artist Linder, which have seen the two of them 
harnessing the material and sensual worlds of classical sculpture 
to the modern workings of collage and the spatial dynamics of 
installation art. Finally, Anna Arabindan-Kesson brings together 
examples of historic landscape painting and contemporary artistic 
practice to offer fresh and productive insights into the ways in which 
non-white lives and environments have been seen through the lens of 
empire.

If the contents of this issue gesture to one major preoccupation 
of our times – that of the forces of the natural world – they also, 
in their discussions of empire and colonialism, point to another 
set of intersecting concerns: those revolving around race and 
representation, and the structural inequalities, injustices, and biases 
faced by people of colour, both today and in the past. We at the Paul 
Mellon Centre have been discussing these issues intensively in recent 
months, like many other research centres and arts foundations, and 
we look forward to reporting on some of the actions that we are in 
the process of implementing, in order to make the Centre itself, and 
the field of British art studies more generally, far more diverse and 
equitable arenas of scholarly research and debate.

Mark Hallett
Director of Studies
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Making the Modern 
Artist: Culture, Class 
and Art-Educational 
Opportunity in Romantic 
Britain 
Martin Myrone

Publication date 
September 2020 
Dimensions 
270 x 216 mm 
Pages  
288 
Illustrations 
200

The artist has been a privileged figure 
in the modern age, embodying ideals 
of personal and political freedom and 
self-fulfilment. Does it matter who gets 
to be an artist? And do our deeply held 
beliefs stand up to scrutiny? Making the 
Modern Artist gets to the root of these 
questions by exploring the historical 
genesis of the figure of the artist. Based 
on an unprecedented biographical 
survey of almost 1,800 students at 
the Royal Academy of Arts in London 
between 1769 and 1830, the book 
reveals hidden stories about family 
origins, personal networks and patterns 
of opportunity and social mobility. 
Locating the emergence of the ‘modern 
artist’ in the crucible of Romantic Britain, 
rather than in nineteenth-century 
Paris or twentieth-century New York, 
it reconnects the story of art with the 
advance of capitalism and demonstrates 
surprising continuities between liberal 
individualism and state formation, our 
dreams of personal freedom, and forms 
of social suffering characteristic of the 
modern era.
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Visit our online feature presenting 
three stories of preservation and loss, 
which have emerged from the Centre’s 
Photographic Archive: www.paul-
mellon-centre.ac.uk/archives-and-
library/damaged-and-destroyed
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The Hidden Mod in 
Modern Art: London 
1957-1969 
Thomas Crow

Publication date 
October 2020 
Dimensions 
240 x 160 mm 
Pages  
280 
Illustrations 
140

Bonding over matters of taste and 
style, the ‘Mods’ of late 1950s London 
recognised in one another shared 
affinities for Italian-style suits, tidy 
haircuts, espresso bars, Vespa scooters 
and the latest American jazz. In this 
groundbreaking book, leading art 
historian Thomas Crow argues that the 
figure of the Mod exerted an influence 
beyond its assumed social boundaries 
by exemplifying the postwar metropolis 
in all of its excitement and complexity. 
Crow examines the works of key figures 
in the London art scene of the 1960s, 
including Robyn Denny, David Hockney, 
Pauline Boty, Bridget Riley and Bruce 
McLean, who shared and heightened 
aspects of this new and youthful 
urbanity. The triumphant arrival of the 
international counterculture forced 
both young Mods and established 
artists to reassess and regroup in novel, 
revealing formations. Understanding 
the London Mod brings with it a needed, 
up-to-date reckoning with the legacies 
of Situationism, Social Art History and 
Cultural Studies.

Aesthetic Painting in 
Britain and America: 
Collectors, Art Worlds, 
Networks 
Melody Barnett Deusner

Publication date 
October 2020 
Dimensions 
280 x 220 mm 
Pages  
304 
Illustrations 
110

In the nineteenth century, the Aesthetic 
movement exalted taste, the pursuit 
of beauty, and self-expression over 
moral expectations and restrictive 
conformity. This illuminating publication 
examines the production and circulation 
of artworks made during this unique 
historical moment. Looking at how 
specific works of art in this style were 
created, collected and exchanged, 
the book pushes beyond the notion 
of Aesthetic painting and design as 
being merely decorative. Instead, work 
by James McNeill Whistler, Edward 
Burne-Jones, Albert Moore and others 
is shown to have offered their makers 
and viewers a means of further engaging 
with the rapidly changing world around 
them. This study provides a radical new 
perspective, linking Aesthetic painting 
to the era’s expanding visual culture and 
the technological advancements that 
contributed to it. In a period marked by 
increasing connectivity, this book shows 
how art of the Aesthetic movement on 
both sides of the Atlantic figured into 
growing global networks.
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The Late Works of J.M.W. 
Turner: The Artist and his 
Critics 
Sam Smiles

Publication date 
October 2020 
Dimensions 
270 x 216 mm 
Pages  
248 
Illustrations 
160

The paintings and drawings Joseph 
Mallord William Turner (1775–1851) 
produced from 1835 to his death are 
seen by many as his most audacious and 
compelling work, a highly personal final 
vision that ranks with the late styles of 
the greatest artists. In this study, Sam 
Smiles shows how a richer account of 
Turner’s achievement can be presented 
once his historical circumstances are 
given proper attention. He discusses 
the style and subject matter of Turner’s 
later oil paintings and watercolours, his 
commercial dealings and his relations 
with patrons. He also examines the 
artist’s critical reception and scrutinises 
accounts of his physical and mental 
health to see what can be reliably 
said about this last phase of creative 
endeavour. Emerging from this study 
is an artist who used his final years 
to consolidate the principles that had 
motivated him throughout his career.

Joseph Wright of Derby: 
Painter of Darkness 
Matthew Craske

Publication date 
November 2020 
Dimensions 
256 x 245 mm 
Pages  
368 
Illustrations 
195

Joseph Wright of Derby (1734–1797), 
though conventionally known as a 
‘painter of light’, returned repeatedly 
to nocturnal images. His essential 
preoccupations were dark and 
melancholy, and he had an enduring 
concern with death, ruin, old age, loss 
of innocence, isolation and tragedy. In 
this long-awaited book, Matthew Craske 
adopts a fresh approach to Wright, which 
takes seriously contemporary reports of 
his melancholia and nervous disposition. 
Long seen as a quintessentially 
modern and progressive figure – one 
of the artistic icons of the English 
Enlightenment – Craske overturns 
this traditional view of the artist. He 
demonstrates the extent to which 
Wright, rather than being a spokesman 
for scientific progress, was actually a 
melancholic and sceptical outsider, who 
increasingly retreated into a solitary, 
rural world of philosophical and poetic 
reflection, and whose artistic vision was 
correspondingly dark and meditative. 
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Jennifer Sarathy, a doctoral 
candidate at CUNY Graduate 
Centre, received a Paul Mellon 
Centre Research Support 
Grant in 2019 for her project on 
Black British Art’s Expanded 
Cartographies.

In postwar Britain, evocations of nature 
as essential, universal, and timeless 
provided artists with a powerful rhetoric 
that was informed by developments in 
science at the time. Technologies like 
microscopic and aerial photography 
produced radical visual forms that 
revealed essential truths about the 
natural world, while dissolving the 
boundaries between “high” and “low” 
art. Aerial photography (and later 
satellite imagery) also offered views of 
the earth as a single, cohesive sphere, 
supporting visions of global unity that 
were foundational to transnational 
organizations like the United Nations 
and UNESCO. These organizations 
affirmed a conviction that unity across 
borders was necessary for the stability 
and prosperity of the world, connecting 
transnationalism with ideals of a 
common humanity. This perspective 
corresponded with calls for multicultural 
harmony and cosmopolitan exchange 
within the Commonwealth and with 
internationalism in the British art world 
in the 1950s.

The painter Aubrey Williams, then in 
his late twenties, relocated to London 
from Guyana in 1952 amidst these 
developments. Williams is not known 
as a landscape painter, but several of 

Aubrey Williams 
& Utopian 
Universalism 
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his early artworks depict elementary 
natural forces and primordial terrestrial 
landscapes that were shaped by 
his study of nature and scientific 
phenomena. The vital energy of the 
earth as conveyed through abstraction 
is evident in his painting Earth and 
Fire (1959), which uses deep browns, 
reds, and a rich ochre to conjure two 
oppositional elements. As Kobena 
Mercer argues, other early abstractions 
by Williams like Bone Heap (1959) and 
Tribal Mark II (1961) resemble excavated 
premodern gravesites, featuring white 
bone-like fragments mired in variegated 
terrains of black, brown and taupe. 
These paintings root the universal 
origins of mankind in a nebulous earthly 
realm, eschewing references to specific 
geographic locations.

Williams’ canvases develop a unified, 
all-over field that vibrates in visual 
suspension between dark and light and 
varying textures of paint. This technique 
accentuates the surface of the paintings, 
resembling aerial photographs of the 
land where topographical features are 
registered but flattened into abstract 
patterns of tonal contrast. Other 
paintings like Sun and Earth II (1963) 
portray biomorphic forms that swim in 
compressed fields of paint like enlarged 
slides of squirming biological specimens. 
Imagery in the work is expounded by its 
title, proffering a unifying vision of the 
cosmos that connects the most minute 
invisible organisms on earth to the 
widest expanses of the solar system. 

Williams’ artworks evince his studies 
of anthropology, astronomy, and 
geology, as well as the prevalence of 

modern scientific imagery in postwar 
British culture. Aerial and microscopic 
photography featured prominently 
in the 1951 Festival of Britain, and 
in subsequent exhibitions by Richard 
Hamilton and the Independent Group 
in the 1950s, where they were used to 
incite novel viewing experiences. The 
aerial view in particular encouraged a 
wholly new perspective of the earth as a 
unified sphere, sustaining conceptions 
of a “universal brotherhood in a 
shrinking world”, to use Denis Cosgrove’s 
description. This notion held specific 
appeal within the rapidly decolonizing 
Commonwealth, as transnational 
migration began to challenge what 
Ashley Dawson characterizes as “the 
spatial and cultural apartheid cementing 
colonial rule”. 

When Williams arrived in London 
he initially felt “privileged to be in 
Britain and doing my art in the mother 
country”. Stuart Hall describes how 
this experience was shared by the first 
wave of Black British artists, several of 
whom found early commercial success. 
This appearance of cultural inclusion 
was furthered by the 1948 British 
Nationality Act that granted citizenship 
to all members of the Commonwealth, 
and by the active recruitment of workers 
from the former empire. These policies 
expanded the ideological formation 
of British identity, encouraging a 
transnational cartography defined 
by fluidity of trade and people across 
borders, albeit one implicitly tied to 
colonialism. Williams’ optimism during 
his first decade in England was also 
consistent with the ideology of the 

New Vision Centre Gallery (1956–
66), where he exhibited alongside 
prominent abstract painters from the 
Commonwealth. The New Vision Centre 
promoted cosmopolitan internationalism, 
proffering abstraction as a universal 
language that could communicate 
across cultural and even racial divides. 
Embracing these goals, Williams’ early 
canvases infused abstraction with his 
studies of science and the natural world, 
evoking the earth and organic specimens 
to suggest a communal, primitive 
condition of mankind.

While art-historical accounts often 
focus on Williams’ Caribbean heritage, 
his work also benefits from a reading 
alongside avant-garde practices in 
1950s and 1960s London. Williams’ 
canvases that depict the earth and 
natural forces share striking similarities 

with artworks by Scottish artists 
Mark Boyle and Joan Hills, who began 
collaborating in London in the late 
1950s. The pair were later joined by 
their children, Georgia and Sebastian 
Boyle, adopting the moniker Boyle 
Family in 1985. Boyle Family were 
pioneers of early Happenings and were 
known for their experimental projects 
at London’s Institute of Contemporary 
Arts (ICA). Both Boyle Family and 
Williams exhibited at the Woodstock 
Gallery in the early 1960s, but they 
never met. Boyle Family has since been 
associated with early Land art and 
London counterculture, and Williams 
with Commonwealth Internationalism 
and early Black British art. However, 
both ardently investigated humanity’s 
relationship to the natural world, while 
accessing the promise of popular 

13
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Page 10 
Aubrey Williams, Bone Heap (detail), 1959, oil on 
canvas. Image courtesy of the Estate of Aubrey 
Williams and DACS.  

Page 13 (left) 
Aubrey Williams, Earth and Fire, 1959, oil on 
canvas. Image courtesy of the Estate of Aubrey 
Williams and DACS. 

Page 13 (right) 
Boyle Family, Burning Slide from Son et Lumière 
for Earth, Air, Fire and Water, 1966, still from 
projection work. Image courtesy of Boyle Family 
and DACS. 

Page 14 
Boyle Family, Chalk Cliff Study (detail), 2000-
2008, mixed media, resin, fibreglass. Image 
courtesy of Boyle Family, DACS, and the UK 
Government Art Collection (GAC 18377). 

science to develop a new universal 
visual language that could overcome 
geographic and cultural divides. 
These shared values and aesthetic 
approaches evidence a mutual desire 
of Commonwealth internationalism and 
London counterculture to communicate 
essential shared experiences of 
humanity outside of the elite art world.

Boyle Family’s Son et Lumière 
projections, which comprised their 
contribution to the 1966 Destruction 
in Art Symposium, placed insects, 
bodily fluids, and chemicals on slides 
that were projected, often while being 
burned or manipulated to induce a 
revelatory perceptual experience. 
Much like Williams’ canvases, the slides 
manifest bubbling organic forms and 

undulating swathes of colour, sublime 
and constantly in motion. Williams’ 
Bone Heap and Tribal Mark II also share 
commonalities with Boyle Family’s 
“earthprobes”. The earthprobes are 
roughly two-by-two-metre topographic 
reliefs that mimetically reproduce layers 
of the earth, resembling geological 
excavations hung vertically on the 
gallery wall. The artists first tested the 
concept in 1964 by transferring debris 
and objects from squares of ground in 
London onto panels. Later, they became 
a central feature of their World Series 
project (1968–present), which produces 
intensive studies of randomly selected 
sites from across the globe. Like Bone 
Heap and Tribal Mark II, the massive 
earthprobes develop an all-over tension 

that denies attempts by the eyes to 
settle, as the viewer scans the infinitely 
detailed surfaces covered in soil, sand, 
rocks, asphalt, and loose tiles. Seen 
individually, the sculptural reliefs appear 
to merely reproduce the geographic 
particularity of a specific site. Taken 
together, the consistent visual formats 
of the highly textured panels emphasize 
the tactile and geological qualities of 
earth as matter over land as coded by 
geographical or national particularities, 
minimizing difference in favour of an 
abstracted globalism. 

Despite similarities between 
Boyle Family’s and Williams’ works, a 
significant divide emerged in the British 
art world by the mid-1960s, as Black 
British artists like Williams questioned 
the validity of universalizing aesthetics 
in light of persistent racial inequality. 
Williams became increasingly concerned 
not just with the condition of “primordial 
man” but of “local primordial man”, 
examining how Caribbean experiences 
of violence and diaspora related to the 
wider universe. These issues informed 
the establishment of the Caribbean 
Artists Movement (CAM) in 1966, with 
Williams as a founding member. In 1968, 
a year after CAM’s first public meeting, 
Boyle Family and British land artists 
like Richard Long were just beginning 
to take advantage of affordable air 
travel to pursue their transnational 
practices. Their subsequent ability to 
cross international borders attests to 
the asymmetrical power structures 
of postcolonial space, especially as 
Black British citizens faced racialized 
restrictions on travel and citizenship 

following the 1962 and 1968 
Commonwealth Immigration Acts. 

This moment records a break 
within the British art world, but also 
marks a crisis of postwar British 
national identity – as an ideology of 
transnational cooperation and open 
borders collided with more parochial 
notions of “Britishness”. While “the 
universal”, “nature”, and “science” have 
been justifiably contested as viable 
bases for culture, utopian visions of 
an interconnected globe, like those 
offered by Boyle Family, still retain 
their compelling force, particularly in 
an age of resurgent nationalisms and 
narrowing definitions of citizenship and 
borders. What remains to be seen is 
how artists can continue, like Williams, 
to express the realities of diaspora and 
colonialism, while still embracing the 
potential of transnational relations to 
structure a more equal and decentralized 
postcolonial cartography. 
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Anna Arabindan-Kesson, Assistant Professor of African 
American Art/Art of the Black Diaspora at Princeton 
University, reflects on the visual logic of colonial histories. 
This autumn, she will give a keynote lecture “Observation 
and Diagnosis: Pathologizing Bodies, Medicalizing Space 
in the British Empire” as part of the Centre’s British Art 
and Natural Forces research programme. 

In her recent book, Imperial Intimacies: A Tale of Two Islands (2019), 
Hazel V. Carby creates a stunning intertwining of archive, memory, 
and imagination. As much as it is about what it means to be British, 
the book also examines how things come into view: from personal 
and public histories to the idea of empire itself. In a particularly 
powerful passage, Carby describes speaking to her father about his 
life in Jamaica, and her realization that she had been “seeing through 
the eyes of the metropole”. Growing up in London had given her an 
“imperial gaze”: in a sense it brought her position as a colonial subject 
into view. 

In her book A Small Place (1988), Jamaica Kincaid writes that 
growing up in the former colonies often means seeing by continually 
invoking a set of references and frameworks to an elsewhere – a 
colonial centre – by which to view what is in front of you. The experience 
of seeing one’s natural world as always in resemblance to a distant 
postcolonial centre somewhat mirrors the alienating effects of being a 
colonial subject, and suggests something like a double consciousness – 
of seeing and knowing oneself through the eyes of another, creating an 
experience akin to homelessness: profoundly uncanny, yet a productive 
site of innovative ambivalence. I grew up in Sri Lanka, Australia, and 
New Zealand: three former British colonies, each with very different 
histories of colonial rule and postcolonial legacies. One thing that 
does connect them is the visual and material legacy of colonial rule, 
from public sculptures of commemoration to the never-ending word 
referentiality of colonial naming. After years of studying colonial visual 
culture, I have realized that my own visual frames of reference are 
mediated by colonial landscaping. 

Seeing 
Through 

Empire
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As a visual language, the picturesque might be thought of as a 
kind of common colonial lens. An immensely adaptable and mobile 
pictorial form, it became a malleable technique for both organizing 
and translating sight across the British Empire. The picturesque was 
not necessarily a uniform genre – as we might see in the different 
vistas created by George Robertson of the Somerley estates of his 
patron, William Beckford, in Jamaica; and the ex-convict artist Joseph 
Lycett’s view of Warrane (Sydney Harbour) illustrated at the opening 
of this article. However, by constantly reinventing the local surrounds, 
the picturesque asserted a sense of Britishness through the foreign 
landscapes it transformed in the mind’s eye. Such visions of the colonies 
provided British viewers with sensory pleasure and philosophical 
reflection as well as masterful views of order, beauty, and control. 

Robertson renders the natural world, and the human, into a scene 
of quiet domestication. Bodies are nestled into the landscape, as are 
buildings. A similar visual conversion takes place in William Berryman’s 
watercolour of Edward Long’s Lucky Valley Estate in Clarendon, 
Jamaica (1808), which is also divided into clear sections – foreground, 
middle-ground, background. As Tim Barringer has argued, Berryman’s 
views are unique for their depiction of the rhythms of plantation labour: 
here is a plantation whose industrial activity is revealed, but also 
carefully kept at a distance. Our view moves across lush plantain trees, 
over a river, towards a distant prospect. It is an appraising view, like a 
plantation owner surveying his estate, workers, architecture: all working 
sites of extraction. In Lycett’s view, unique for its detailed and non-
caricatured observation of Indigenous communities, the progression 
of British colonial expansion is juxtaposed with the progression of an 
Indigenous family out of the frame. In these scenes, the transformation 
of space allows Black and Indigenous bodies to come into view as 
manageable – and managed – subjects. 

If the picturesque with its idealizing perspective reinforced an 
intimate distance between colony and metropole, can we redirect the 
imperial gaze so that another kind of referentiality emerges? When we 
look at the well-kept gardens of the country estates and stately homes 
in Britain, might we see alongside these spaces, the colonial plantations 
depicted in Robertson’s prints, or the landscapes and people of 
Australia who were massacred and exploited to sustain the wealth of 
British families? Can we see with Stuart Hall, who observed: “I am the 
sugar at the bottom of the English cup of tea… There are thousands of 
others beside me that are [and this is me of course], you know, the cup 
of tea itself… There is no English history without that other history”?
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In this instance the imperial gaze reminds us that the histories 
of empire and visuality are not easily detangled. In the February 
2020 issue of the journal Art History, which contained the feature 
“Decolonizing Art History” edited by Professors Catherine Grant and 
Dorothy Price, Tim Barringer wrote that the first stage in decolonizing 
our area of study had been “to identify Empire as a major force in the 
emergence of art in the modern world”. A key point he makes is that 
histories of art and empire are “coterminous” because ultimately, we 
must understand that art history – at least in the Euro-colonial context 
of the discipline’s heritage – is itself a product of empire.

The legacies of colonial visual culture are not only felt in the 
former colonies, of course; but perhaps in these spaces the imperial 
gaze has become more attenuated, and the visual illusion of empire 
more apparent. Indeed, this is why art history has seemed, to me, 
like an important site for provocation, reflexivity, and perhaps even 
redress. It is a discipline uniquely placed to grapple with the complex 
and contested terrain of visual representation as a site of knowledge 
production. But now, more than ever, it seems crucial to consider not 
just what these colonial objects bring into view and how they do so, but 
what it even means to look with them. 

Lately I have been thinking about these questions most often 
as they relate to the ways that art and medicine are entwined with 
colonial knowledge production. Berryman’s plantation view includes an 
image of a plantation hospital, in which Edward Long invested a large 
sum of money to ensure the enslaved population were well cared for, 
and therefore more productive. As Rana Hogarth has shown, plantation 
hospitals served as sites of experimentation, as Black bodies became 
teachable material and medical matter. Not far from Lucky Valley, in 
St Thomas in the Vale, we find the Scottish surgeon John Thomson, 
who practised there from about 1814 and carried out experiments 
and dissections on the enslaved plantation workers. As well as being 
interested in proving the biological nature of skin colour, Thomson also 
published A Treatise on the Diseases of Negroes (1820), in which he 
described various illnesses he observed in enslaved communities, their 
treatment – including those offered by enslaved practitioners – and the 
management of these populations.

Thomson was particularly interested in testing the efficacy of 
inoculation against smallpox and the painful bacterial disease called 
yaws. In 1819 he published four small drawings in the Edinburgh 
Medical and Surgical Journal that connected physicians across the 
British Empire, and is still in circulation today. In them he illustrates an 

experiment with inoculation in which he took discharge from the ulcers 
of an enslaved child with yaws and inserted it into several punctures 
he had made in the healthy body of a three-year-old. He used these 
images to offer an account of the disease’s pathology, using the skin 
lesions – “eruptions” – as markers of its progress. The inoculation 
was unsuccessful and the child took nine months to recover from the 
illness. 

Inoculation is also an unseen history embedded in Lycett’s 
representation of British colonial settlement. As the First Fleet of 
British ships arrived in Sydney, the surgeon John White brought with 
him a glass jar of “variolas matter” – pus from a smallpox wound – to 
use to inoculate any children born in the new colony. More recently, 
scholars have acknowledged that it is likely, although we are not sure 
how, that this matter infected local Aboriginal people. Fifteen months 
after the First Fleet arrived, a smallpox epidemic (followed by influenza 
and other diseases) devastated the Indigenous population. While a 
vaccine was introduced in the early nineteenth century, smallpox was 
still one of the highest causes of death amongst Aboriginal people 
when Lycett made his views a few decades later. 

In Thomson’s drawings the toddler is described and visualized as 
a specimen. We lose sight of the whole, for the part. The drawings 
focus our vision like a microscope, and like a microscope attempt to 
go beyond the surface, revealing the inner, unseen, workings of the 
body. We are compelled, however, as attending observers, to examine 
and potentially diagnose by reading the surface of the skin (a mode 
of assessment that is still part of medical practice). I am struck here 
by the correlation between practices of observation and assessment 
and the visual practices of comparative anatomy. Consider again 
Lycett’s view of an Aboriginal family, probably from the Eora people 
who lived around what is now known as Sydney. They are arranged by 
size and shown to be walking away from civilization. At a time of violent 
conflict between British colonists and First Nations people, these 
figures and their implements suggest the belatedness and inferiority 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, who could do little to 
threaten colonial expansion. The picturesque lens, rather than erasing 
Aboriginal, Indigenous, and Black people’s bodies, is here used to 
present them as “matter” for observation. These practices of looking 
are also embedded in the formal tools of analysis and assessment that 
inform art history itself. Histories of visual culture and medicine are not 
just another way that people and places come into view; they remind 
us that vision frames what it can even mean to be human, and by 
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extension the social and political arrangements that underpin systems 
of governance and nationhood. 

I wonder then, how we can look in ways that acknowledge 
the failures of vision? How might we bear witness, not stand as 
eyewitnesses, in ways that, as Deborah Thomas has written, “destabilize 
the ocular-centricism that has facilitated imperialism”? Wiradjuri artist 
Brook Andrew responds to some of these histories of assessment in 
the “study” of First Nations people in Australia and around the world in 
his installation Vox: Beyond Tasmania (2013). It was first conceived to 
exhibit Richard Berry’s (the first Professor of Anatomy at the University 
of Melbourne) phrenology-inspired Dioptrographic Tracings in Four 
Normae of Fifty-Two Tasmanian Crania (1909), a book made up of 
fifty-two tracings of the skulls of Aboriginal people from what we now 
call Tasmania. In a multi-level vitrine, Andrew exhibited the book along 
with other forms of anthropological material, literature, and artefacts. 
Above these he attached a skeleton and drilled a hole in the glass next 
to the skull, where he attached a large, elaborately carved, wooden 
megaphone. Around the installation he included fifty-two portraits 
of Aboriginal people taken, and sometimes modified, from colonial 
archives. As the megaphone loudly extends into the gallery space, like a 
mouthpiece for the skull, it seems to amplify the installation while also 
listening in on viewers’ conversations. This form of dialogic interaction 
is a purposeful act of archival intervention, that transforms these 
anthropological systems of knowledge by emphasizing their “affective 
dimensions” beyond that of visuality. A monument to the genocide of 
First Nations people in Australia, Andrew creates an intimate space for 
viewers to listen in, to recognize the legacies of these ways of seeing, 
to recognize their own complicity in these processes, and in this way to 
bear witness. Brook Andrew asks us for a response, he asks us to listen, 
and opens a way for dialogue that moves beyond what Eve Tuck has 
called the “narrative of damage” to a narrative that emphasizes desire: 
“an accounting for the loss and despair but also the hopes, the visions, 
the wisdoms of lived lives and communities”.

Let me end with the work of Ruth Cuthand, an artist of Plains Cree, 
Scottish, and Irish ancestry, who puts these colonial histories under the 
microscope. Her 2009 series of work titled Trading consists of twelve 
microscopic views of diseases brought by Europeans to Indigenous 
communities in North America, and one disease – syphilis – taken 
back to Europe. The diseases are rendered in beads and they dazzle 
with colour against a black background. Beauty is juxtaposed with 
devastation. As they reorient our view of colonial commerce – diseases 
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Page 16 
Joseph Lycett, Distant view of Sydney and the 
harbour, Captain Piper’s naval villa at Eliza Point 
(detail), 1817, watercolour, 17.6 x 27.8 cm. Image 
courtesy of the National Library of Australia (PIC 
MSR 12/1/4 #R5676). 

Page 19  (clockwise from top)  
James Mason after George Robertson, A View in 
the island of Jamaica, of Roaring River Estate, 
belonging to William Beckford Esq: near Savannah 
la Marr, 1778, engraving, 49 x 68 cm. Image 
courtesy of The John Carter Brown Library 
(32881). 
 
James Thomson, Stages of the Eruption in Yaws, 
1819, chromolithograph, in Edinburgh Medical 
and Surgical Journal, vol 15, Issue 60, 1819, 328 
(Edinburgh: A Constable & Co, 1819). 

traded for beads – they also centralize the labour of women. Beads were 
a valuable trade item that replaced the laborious practice of sewing 
with porcupine quills. In their microscopic form, the globular shapes 
that form into a specimen of Small Pox visualize a colonial history of 
violence. However, the practice of beading also speaks to practices 
of social and aesthetic relationality that go beyond the transactional 
relationship evoked in the series title. In the disjunction between beauty 
and violence, these circular and oval structures appear like other worlds 
in formation. Recalibrating the microscopic view from observer to 
co-witness in this way, Cuthand creates space for modes of experience 
and points of recognition that exceed the visual logic of these colonial 
histories.

In our current moment, we must continually reconsider the 
implications of the visual. But art history – and particularly British art 
history – might need to take seriously the failure of vision, alone, as 
a way of addressing its colonial histories and legacies. It might learn, 
however, from these contingencies, following the lead of artists who, in 
destabilizing these visual frameworks, are also creating the grounds for 
redressing these histories and imagining new futures. 
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W. Berryman, Lucky Valley Estate, Clarendon, 
Jamaica, 1808, watercolour. Image courtesy of 
The British Library Board. 

Page 23 
Brook Andrew, Vox: Beyond Tasmania and 
52 Portraits, 2013. Installation view, Tolarno 
Galleries, Melbourne. Image courtesy of the artist. 

Page 24 
Ruth Cuthand (Canadian [Plains Cree/Scottish/
Irish], born 1954), Trading: Small Pox, 2009, 
acrylic paint, glass seed beads on beading medium 
mounted on suede board, 61 x 45.7 x 3.1 cm. 
Collection of the MacKenzie Art Gallery, purchased 
with the support of the York Wilson Endowment 
Award, administered by the Canada Council for 
the Arts. Image courtesy MacKenzie Art Gallery, 
Regina.
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Eleanore Neumann, a doctoral candidate at the University 
of Virginia, introduces Maria Graham’s work on the 
natural history of Brazil and Chile, conducted between 
1821 and 1825. She will give a paper about Graham this 
autumn, as part of the Centre’s research programme on 
British Art and Natural Forces.

A portrait of the British artist and author Maria Graham (1785–1842) 
hangs in the Residence of the British Embassy in Santiago, Chile. Her 
second husband, Augustus Wall Callcott, portrayed her in costume 
designed to reflect the well-seasoned traveller she had become after 
sojourns in India, Italy, Brazil, and Chile. Graham fashioned herself in 
the type of wound turban and round skullcap predominantly worn by 
Muslim men, a custom she may have picked up while touring parts 
of India. When the portrait was acquired for the Government Art 
Collection, Graham’s likeness travelled in her stead to Chile, where 
she had gathered “many seeds and roots” that she hoped to one day 
see “springing up” back home in England. She quite literally extracted 
natural-history knowledge in service of European imperial agendas 
during her time in Brazil and Chile (1821–25). As independence 
movements swept through Latin America, she capitalized upon this 
shifting terrain to explore the freedoms and constraints that she 
encountered as a female naturalist.

Maria Graham 
as Naturalist
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Graham cultivated specific interests in geology and botany 
throughout her life, from collecting mineral specimens with a rock 
hammer to watching local artists draw plants at the botanical garden 
near Calcutta (Kolkata) for the Scottish botanist William Roxburgh, 
later published as Flora Indica (1832). As a young woman, her 
professed “love for science” was nurtured by an expansive social 
network including prominent members of the Scottish Enlightenment. 
When the opportunity arose to cross the Atlantic on a ship captained 
by her first husband, Thomas Graham, she immediately began 
packing drawing materials, tools, and illustrated books to aid 
identification, such as Hipólito Ruiz and José Pavón’s Flora Peruviana 
et Chilensis (1798-1802). En route, she sketched a flying fish that 
had presumably leapt onto the deck of the ship as she omnivorously 
explored the natural world.

While Graham was living in Chile, a massive earthquake struck 
near Valparaíso on 19 November 1822. It set in motion a series of 
events that would have widespread ramifications not only for her 
career but for the larger ecosystems in which she was enmeshed. 
Chile had declared independence from Spain in 1818 and the natural 
disaster precipitated internal conflict as tensions surfaced during the 
country’s protracted fight for autonomy (which began in 1810 and 
did not conclude until 1826). After nine months in residence, Graham 
was forced to leave and return to Brazil, which had just proclaimed 
independence from Portugal that same year, in 1822. In Rio de 
Janeiro, she befriended Maria Leopoldina of Austria, Empress consort 
of Brazil, who invited Graham to serve as her daughter’s governess. 
Before starting her brief tenure at court, Graham returned to London 
to publish two travelogues, each illustrated with landscapes after 
her sketches, that documented the natural and human history of 
Brazil and Chile: Journal of a Voyage to Brazil (1824) and Journal of a 
Residence in Chile (1824).

 Her engagement with natural history intensified in the 
aftermath of the earthquake as she circulated the geological and 
botanical knowledge that she produced through different media. 
Despite being a landscapist, Graham notably refrained from picturing 
the earthquake’s devastating effects on the environment. She 
instead wrote “An Account of Some Effects of the Late Earthquakes 
in Chili [sic]”, which was read aloud in 1824 to the Geological Society 
of London by a proxy, as women were excluded from membership. 
When it was printed later that year in Transactions of the Geological 
Society, she became the first woman to publish in their journal. 
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Graham’s report significantly impacted the debate raging in European 
scientific circles about the origins of the earth. In 1830, the geologist 
Charles Lyell cited it in the first volume of Principles of Geology, which 
explicated a new theory that geological phenomena resulted from 
recurring natural causes rather than catastrophic preternatural ones 
such as a biblical flood. The president of the Geological Society, George 
Bellas Greenough, countered by citing a different report of the 1822 
Valparaíso earthquake – that had been authored by a man – in his 1834 
presidential address. Graham understood that Greenough was attacking 
her credibility as an eyewitness on account of her gender, allegedly writing 
to a friend that “he had no right to do it through my petticoats.” The debate 
was only resolved when Charles Darwin recorded effects similar to those 
documented by Graham after he witnessed the 1835 earthquake in 
Concepción, Chile, during his voyage aboard H.M.S. Beagle. 

After returning to London by December 1823, Graham began her 
productive correspondence with the botanist William Jackson Hooker, 
who became the first full-time director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew. While Graham herself did “not habitually draw flowers”, she inquired 
whether he would find it useful to receive sketches with “just an outline 
with the real colour of a petal and a leaf … & also many peculiar forms of 
seed &c.”, given that vivid colors faded from dried specimens. She began 
drawing plants to further her botanical interests even though she had 
not previously done so as part of her artistic practice. Once back in Brazil 
the following year, Graham sketched hundreds of annotated botanical 
illustrations on every last scrap of paper. 

She collected plants near her home in Rio de Janeiro as well as on 
scientific expeditions into the surrounding rainforests arranged by Maria 
Leopoldina, who shared her passion for botany. On a watercolor of Paullina 
[sic] caracasana, Graham recorded the location as “my hill” and excitedly 
noted that its unique “nectary!!!!” was distinct from another she had found 
during an expedition on the iconic Corcovado mountain overlooking the 
city. As a result of this voracious collecting in both domesticated and 
wild landscapes, she was one of two women who contributed to Flora 
Brasiliensis (1840–1906), an extensive compendium of Brazilian plants 
first edited by the botanist Carl Friedrich Philipp von Martius, who had 
accompanied the Empress to Brazil on the Austrian Mission of 1817. 

Graham also sent back dried specimens and seeds from her own 
herbarium. From a specimen that Graham had collected in Quintero, 
Chile, “just as she was on the point of quitting the country,” Hooker 
grew a flower in his garden, thereby fulfilling Graham’s wish to see 

plants that were indigenous to Latin America growing in England. 
While Graham acknowledged that Chileans referred to the flower 
in Spanish as “mançanilla [sic]”, or chamomile, given its sweet 
aroma, it was considered a new genus by the European botanical 
community. Hooker renamed it in the third volume of his Exotic 
Flora (1827), calling it Graemia aromatica “to commemorate the 
Lady to whom we are indebted for the introduction and knowledge 
of the individual”, and also to honor his friend and her brother-in-law 
Robert Graham, Professor of Botany at the University of Edinburgh. 
Hooker collaborated with Graham to publish additional findings in, for 
instance, Curtis’s Botanical Magazine, thirteen volumes of which he 
edited from 1827.

Upon returning to London for good in 1825, Graham’s 
engagement with natural history slowed and she focused instead 
on writing and editing a wide variety of texts for the London book 
market. Though the stakes were high for women who participated in 
any masculine discursive sphere, Graham had more boldly asserted 
her place within global scientific discourses while travelling in Latin 
America than she appears to have done upon her return to the London 
art world. In keeping with her lifelong pursuit, however, the last work 
she completed before her premature death was A Scripture Herbal 
(1842), an illustrated account of every plant in the Bible based on her 
drawings and published under her own name.

Page 24 
Sir Augustus Callcott, Maria Callcott, Lady 
Callcott, née Dundas, Author and Traveller, c. 
1830, oil on canvas, 107 x 78 cm. Image courtesy 
of the Government Art Collection (GAC 1698). 

Page 29 (left to right)
Letter from Maria Graham to Sir William Jackson 
Hooker, 30 Jan 1825, Brazil. Image courtesy of 
Library and Archives, Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew (Directors’ Correspondence 43/49, f. 111, 
KMDC1724). 

Maria Graham, Lady Callcott, Helenium 
aromaticum Bailey, also known as Graemia 
aromatica, Chile, 1867, watercolour and graphite 
on paper. Image courtesy of Library and Archives, 
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew (K000501184). 

Pages 30–31
Maria Graham, Lady Callcott, Flying Fish, Doris 
Sept 12th (detail), 1821, watercolour and graphite 
on paper. Image courtesy of Library and Archives, 
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew (f. 100B). 
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Mark Bradley, Professor of Classics at the University of 
Nottingham, has been collaborating since 2017 with the 
contemporary artist Linder.

What does the work of a radical, feminist contemporary artist and 
a scholar of ancient Rome have in common? Not very much, I would 
until recently have responded – that is, until Linder contacted me in 
the autumn of 2017. She told me that she was the inaugural artist-in-
residence at Chatsworth House, and had the enviable task of trawling 
its extensive archives and collections while preparing an exhibition 
for the following spring. Her new works would integrate her own 
specialism in montage and subversive feminist art with Chatsworth’s 
elaborate appropriation of classical myth and iconography. 

Like the 12th Duke of Devonshire, Peregrine Cavendish (the 
current owner of Chatsworth), who has made a hobby out of infusing 
the spaces within the house with incense, Linder also shares a keen 
interest in olfaction, incense, and sensibility. And so, it became 
the mission of her project to animate the sights and sounds of 
Chatsworth’s historical past, and to amplify the house’s references 
to classical antiquity through the strategic use of incense recipes 
taken straight from ancient Greece and Rome. That was the beginning 
of a rich friendship that has seen us collaborate on displays from 
Chatsworth to Nottingham Contemporary and, most recently, the 
exhibition Linderism at Kettle’s Yard in Cambridge.

I have been researching the sights, sounds, smells, tastes, 
and touches of classical antiquity for over twenty years, and am 
interested in how these senses and sensations are experienced 
and interpreted by modern audiences. As an ancient historian, my 
work – like Linder’s collage art – is also invested in building stories 
out of fragments of the past and layering them to form a coherent 
narrative. Classical antiquity is like a jigsaw puzzle in which 90 per 
cent of the bits are missing, so we need to be very creative in order 
to make sense of it. And classical art – all of those stone Venuses 
and expressive portraits of Roman emperors – is itself layered with 
meanings that are built up over generations and provide a powerful 
cultural commentary on sexuality, power, and authority.
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So, in late 2017, I began collaborating with Linder while she was 
working at Chatsworth House. Chatsworth is a stately home belonging 
to the Duke and Duchess of Devonshire, passed down through 
sixteen generations of the Cavendish family. It is a uniquely artificial 
landscape, crafted to evoke links with Arcadia: a classical utopian 
vision of harmony with nature. It is itself a paradigm of montage 
art, integrating technical ingenuity and landscape engineering with 
classical heritage and the surrounding English countryside. 

Its appropriation of classical visual culture, like that of all English 
country houses, was also intimately linked to the expression of 
authority and the competitive display of the Greco-Roman past in the 
context of British colonial ideology. The setting was, and remains, ripe 
for a fresh look at the intersections between classics, colonialism, 
power, and sensationalism. The National Trust’s recent interim report 
on connections between its properties and the legacies of colonialism 
and slave ownership, including campaigns for the abolition of slavery 
and against colonial oppression, is an important template for how this 
work might be done at other stately homes in future. 

For her own residency, Linder was tasked with preparing two 
linked exhibitions for spring 2018, and was drawn to exploring the 
female voices in Chatsworth’s history, during the centenary year of 
the Representation of the People Act. The first of these, Her Grace 
Land, was held at Chatsworth itself, and was playfully inspired by the 
admiration of Deborah, the late Dowager Duchess of Devonshire, for 
Elvis Presley. One key aspect of this exhibition was the idea of “Fame”, 
its transitoriness and metamorphosis. The house is filled with images 
inspired by the stories and characters of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, 
a set of epic poems written by a Roman artist no less playful and 
provocative than Linder, who also interwove stories and images. My 
role was to help Linder to join some of these dots and stimulate new 
ideas about how the house exploits classical imagery.

The highlight for me was the fascinating Painted Hall, whose 
murals were commissioned by the 1st Duke of Devonshire (while still 
Earl) to flatter William III. They tell the story of the rapid rise and fall 
of Julius Caesar, his subsequent apotheosis, and his arrival among 
the gods heralded by the goddess Fame blowing a trumpet. Here 
Linder had arranged a giant incense burner, which greeted the noses 
of visitors with its hallowed scents, while Elvis’s photomontaged 
image decorated two giant vinyl capes positioned on the balconies 
overlooking the hall. 
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Pages 30-31 
Linder at Chatsworth House, 2018. Image 
courtesy the artist, Chatsworth House, Derbyshire, 
and Modern Art, London. 

Page 33 
Linder, Her Grace Land, exhibition view of 
the Sculpture Gallery, Chatsworth House, 24 
March-21 October 2018. Image courtesy the 
artist, Chatsworth House, Derbyshire, and Modern 
Art, London. 

In another part of the house, Linder had worked her magic on the 
Sculpture Gallery, using photomontage as well as acoustic effects 
to breathe new life into a classical environment. As a product of the 
Grand Tour, the gallery was intended to be sensuous and sensational, 
and Linder’s display made it just that. The collage hung in the gallery, 
for example, purposefully juxtaposed and layered classical and 
modern bodies, in different stages of clothing and nakedness, and set 
colour alongside black-and-white imagery, delicate flowers alongside 
hard stone, and humans alongside animals – a bold reminder that 
classical sculpture was itself originally brightly coloured, its surfaces 
expertly finished so as to bring its subjects to life and make them 
participate in the world of the living.

Linder’s work in Chatsworth led to the second of these two 
connected exhibitions, The House of Fame, which launched at more 
or less the same time at Nottingham Contemporary art gallery and 
exhibited Linder’s artistic work from across the last four decades. 
One of Linder’s collages at the exhibition was Pythia (2017), its title 
pointing to the priestess of Apollo at the oracle in Delphi. Drawn 
from her works for Chatsworth, its visual montage is based on Maria 
Cosway’s well-known portrait of Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire 
(1781), but here with her face buried beneath the coiled snake that 
is a common motif found all over Chatsworth House. It spotlights the 
“monster” coiled at the heart of the oracle, stifling the woman’s own 
voice and preparing to inflict the truth on those who encounter it.

Linder’s montage resonates with the fragmented experiences 
of classical antiquity over the past 3,000 years, themselves a kind 
of collage or palimpsest, in which memories and layers, senses and 
sensations have always been the means through which people have 
understood their environment and its histories.

Page 34 (top) 
Linder, Her Grace Land, exhibition view of an 
incense burner, Chatsworth House, 24 March-21 
October 2018. Image courtesy the artist, 
Chatsworth House, Derbyshire, and Modern Art, 
London. 
 
Page 34 (bottom) 
Linder, Pythia (detail), 2017, photomontage, 27 x 
27 cm, 10 5/8 x 10 5/8 ins.  Image courtesy of the 
artist, Chatsworth House, Derbyshire, and Modern 
Art, London.
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